National Laboratory, will be the first superconducting accelerator to cross transition, when ramping begins in 1998. All ion species except for protons will cross transition. Simulations show gold ion losses of 7096, and longitudinal emittance growth of 6096, if nothing is done to ameliorate the crossing [1,2,3]. RHIC will also be the first accelerator to use a matchedfirsr order transition jump to modify *(r for a short time, by pulsing a set of quadrupoles, so as to cross transition rapidly, with little beam disturbance. "First order" means that the change in YT is proportional to the pulse current. "Matched" means that the quadrupole arrangement minimizes optical distortions. Crucially, the maximum dispersion is only 2.30 meters, compared to the unperturbed value of 1.84 meters. This paper describes the transition jump design, and reports on its performance in the lattice RHIC92.3 [4]. 
RHIC is unusual in that Tnl>> Tc -the nonlinear time is much longer than the non-adiabatic time. This is mainly because y' = dy/dt = 1.6 s-l is relatively small - 
II PERFORMANCE PARAh4ETERS
Transition comes when the differential of circulation time with respect to S = Ap/pg, the off momentum parameter, is zero. This happens when the relative rate of change of speed f3 equals the relative increase in path length -when Here CO is the circumference of RHIC, and q > is the dispersion function averaged over bend angle (in dipoles), leading to a value = 22.8 that is a property of the lattice optics. See Table 1 Most such schemes [9] have only one family of quadrupoles of strength q so that, to first order in q, ready for substitution into equation (7). Usually all perturbed quads have the same periodic value for qi and pi, while their polarities are regularly flipped, so that the first order sums in equations (6) and (7) are identically zero [lo] . In all cases, second order schemes deliberately rely on large changes in the dispersion function. This is a major disadvantage, since it intrinsically leads to large beam sizes at transiton [ll]. However, in the first order analysis that follows, q = q, so that the change in from a single perturbed quad goes like qi2, its dispersion squared, while the change in the tune is proportional to PHi, its beta function.
The lattice of each RHIC ring consists of six arcs connected by six interaction regions. Each of the 12 matched FODO cells in an arc has a phase advance of slightly less than 90 degrees. The crossing point telescope optics at the center of an interaction region are matched to a neighboring arc through 5 half cells, in which the beta functions are very close to arc FODO cell values, but which are (almost) dispersion free. Immediately next to every quadrupole in the arcs and in the interaction regions is a small superconducting correction magnet. Most correctors have one dipole winding, but some have four concentric windings.
There are two families of 24 n quads in each of RHIC's two rings, in the second layer of some four layer correction magnets. The "G" family is at locations next to focussing quadrupoles where q, PH and Pv are all close to their matched FODO cell values. This family has a strong effect on n, and also on the horizontal tune, according to equations (6) and (7). The "Q" family is located next to the 4 focussing quads in every interaction region where the dispersion q is almost zero, but where PH and Pv are still close to their FODO cell values. This second family is used to null out the horizontal tune shift (and also the much smaller vertical shift), with only a minor effect on y~ . The two family strengths have opposite signs, and only a small difference in absolute value -6% for the nominal jump -so that qG = -qQ . 
IV OPTICAL PERTURBATIONS
The RHIC FODO cell phase advance, nearly 90 degrees, is very favorable for reducing unwanted optical perturbationsbeta waves and dispersion waves. Downstream from one of the quads there is a free horizontal beta wave significant dispersion wave, because they are at almost nondispersive locations. Some global optical distortions do exist in practice, since the phase advance is somewhat less than 90 degrees, and since the quads do not have perfectly matched values (even by design). Figure 2 shows how the ring wide values for PH mm, qm,, and qmin vary as a function of qG, the G family strength. The variation of Pvmax is less than 4% over the entire range, and so it is not shown.
An alternative arrangement, that was also investigated for RHIC, is to place one G family doublet on either side of an interaction point. This generates a dispersion wave across the interaction region, but because the unperturbed dispersion is almost zero there, anyway, this is not a problem. The phase advance between doublets still must be 180 degrees @lus an integer times 360 degrees) if the dispersion wave is to be canceled before it reaches the arcs. This is more difficult to guarantee when the doublets are far apart, than when the doublets are close together in neighboring FODO cells.
V CONCLUSIONS
Transition is the time when the momentum spread of the beam is at its largest. Since 6 m z = .0043 and q m a = 2.3 meters for the jump presented here, the displacement of the momentum edge of the beam is 9.9 mm, much larger than the betatron root mean square beam size of about 1.6 mm. The total beam size is well within the available aperture.
Although RHIC is unfortunate in being the first superconducting accelerator to cross transition, it is fortunate in being the first accelerator to support a matched first order transition jump. This jump is expected to prevent particle losses, and to almost entirely eliminate emittance growth. RHIC can support such a jump, while other accelerators cannot, because it has relatively many dispersion free quadrupoles with standard FODO cell beta functions, and because the phase advance per cell is close to 90 degrees.
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VII. REFERENCES 4 advancing in step with the betatron phase. If two yl-quads with the same strength are arranged in a doublet, at focussing quadrupoles one cell apart, their free beta waves are launched almost 180 degrees out of phase. That is, although the beta function is significantly perturbed between the two quads, very little of the wave escapes into the rest of the ring. Further, if two doublets in a dispersive region are placed next to each other in a quadruplet, so that quads are next to four focussing quadrupoles in sequence, then the dispersion wave will also be almost completely confined within the four quads.
The G family is arranged as six quadruplets, one at the beginning of each of the six arcs. By contrast, the Q family is arranged as twelve isolated doublets, one on either side of each of the six interaction points. These do not generate a
